101 CHEAP EATS!

PERFECT PIZZAS

TOP-NOTCH TACOS

FABULOUS PHO

SUPER SANDWICHES

BLISSFUL BARBECUE

YUMMY YAKITORI

BEEFY BURGERS

BODACIOUS RIBimbAP

RADICAL RAMEN

PIE IN THE SKY
Hot out of the oven at Otto Pizza & Cafe

ON THE HUNT FOR L.A.'S CRISPIEST FRIED CHICKEN
WHERE WE FOUND IT PAGE 109
Home Slice

Once known for lacking primo pizza, L.A. is now overrun with it. Here are the upper crusts.
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TUTTO'S VENETO

MULTIPLE LOCATIONS

THE PIZZA: Whole 10" 11.99
THE STYLE: A Classic with a modern twist
THE PRICE: $13.99
THE SIZE: Small 8" 9.99

THE ANGEL: A delicious entry
THE PRICE: $12.99
THE SIZE: Medium 12" 14.99

TUSCANY FOR DOWNTOWN

THE PIZZA: Whole 10" 11.99
THE STYLE: A Classic with a modern twist
THE PRICE: $13.99
THE SIZE: Small 8" 9.99

THE ANGEL: A delicious entry
THE PRICE: $12.99
THE SIZE: Medium 12" 14.99

SANTA MONICA

THE PIZZA: Whole 10" 11.99
THE STYLE: A Classic with a modern twist
THE PRICE: $13.99
THE SIZE: Small 8" 9.99

THE ANGEL: A delicious entry
THE PRICE: $12.99
THE SIZE: Medium 12" 14.99

300 DEGREES

WESTWOOD

THE PIZZA: Whole 10" 11.99
THE STYLE: A Classic with a modern twist
THE PRICE: $13.99
THE SIZE: Small 8" 9.99

THE ANGEL: A delicious entry
THE PRICE: $12.99
THE SIZE: Medium 12" 14.99

HOLLYWOOD PINS

LOS ANGELES

THE PIZZA: Whole 10" 11.99
THE STYLE: A Classic with a modern twist
THE PRICE: $13.99
THE SIZE: Small 8" 9.99

THE ANGEL: A delicious entry
THE PRICE: $12.99
THE SIZE: Medium 12" 14.99

VETO'S PIZZA

LOS ANGELES

THE PIZZA: Whole 10" 11.99
THE STYLE: A Classic with a modern twist
THE PRICE: $13.99
THE SIZE: Small 8" 9.99

THE ANGEL: A delicious entry
THE PRICE: $12.99
THE SIZE: Medium 12" 14.99